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CFMA Central Ohio eNewsletter

Upcoming Events:

May 7- Site Tour & Happy Hour

May 18-22- CFMA National Conference- Grapevine, TX

July 8- Golf Outing- Jefferson Country Club- Save the Date! 
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Register for the 5/7 event here!

CFMA National Conference

https://cfma.us19.list-manage.com/track/click?u=3c9deeb679f60e71a4ff8f3dd&id=c057ef64ef&e=a94b77d4fb


Save the Date!
May 18-22, 2024

Gaylord Texan Resort & Convention Center
Grapevine, Texas

For more info, click here!
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CFMA Nano Learning Series



CFMA Nano Learning Series

Imagine that you're in a crucial financial meeting about a recent project where you realize your

cash flow is suddenly under pressure, and you can't afford any delays that might jeopardize your

project's progress. Your team is hustling to find the right solutions, and you're actively seeking

strategies to keep your projects on track while optimizing cash flow.

CFMA's brand-new Construction Cash Management Nano Learning Series is your game-changer

in this cash flow challenge! Whether you're a seasoned professional in the construction industry or

just starting out, this innovative series is finely crafted to equip you with the skills and insights you

need to navigate cash management challenges effectively.

Click here to learn more!

General Member Communication:

To help lift our General Members, we are excited to announce the creation of a

private chat group exclusively for General Members.  We believe this will provide

a dedicated space for meaningful conversations, idea sharing, and collaboration. 

The private chat group will be a GroupMe platform where construction finance

leaders can connect on a more personal level to share and support each other.  If
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you are a General Member and interested in joining this exclusive chat group,

click on the link below:

https://groupme.com/contact/118574029/COMYhVIl

 

CFMA Articles:

Connecting the Dots: AI & the future of Construction

by:  Dr. Heather Moore, Dr. Perry Daneshgari

Artificial intelligence (AI) is a friend — not an enemy. For now, it can’t exist without data and

information created by humans, as the taxonomy of human learning, creation, and wisdom is

based on the human intelligence learning sequence. In a follow up to the November/December

2023 article that laid out how AI will impact construction,1 this article expands on how AI is created.

“Transforming Construction: AI’s Role in Building the Future” discussed the future of AI as it

pertains to the construction industry and dismissed fears of AI taking the place of human

workers.2 As explained in previous articles such as “Founder’s Transition: The Time Is Now,” both

AI and Agile IntelligenceTM need to be developed upon good, accurate data and information,

collected about and by people.3

But the question, then, is how to develop the wisdom necessary to feed into AI — that is, how do

you teach and transfer tacit knowledge to people in preparation for transference to processes,

procedures, and, eventually, AI? To offer answers to this question, this article dives into the

taxonomy of learning and the taxonomy of creation, as developed by Dr. Perry.

The Foundation for Learning & Creation

Exposure

The taxonomy of learning and the taxonomy of creation start from exposure, which ultimately

differs from Bloom’s taxonomy of learning, which begins with remembering (recall, define,

duplicate, memorize).4
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While Bloom’s taxonomy applies well in a classroom environment, it does not account for the

ability to learn through exploration and observation. It lacks the assumption of preexisting biases

toward different types of information and focuses on the idea of learning as is most often found in

children — learning about a completely new topic of which there has been no exposure.

For example, in learning to make an apple pie, Bloom’s taxonomy begins at teaching what an

apple is and what the different types of apples are. It does not account for the knowledge of a

worker from an apple orchard. Someone with more experience is going to have different goals for

their learning than someone with no experience.

Click here to learn more!

Dominoes
by Thomas C. Schliefer PhD

 

A successful contractor recently told me: "I find that running a contracting company is like playing

with Dominoes. In this business, one thing just leads to another. Oh, we try to plan for the future

but then reality rears its ugly head, and we start reacting rather than ‘pro’- acting. You've got to be
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quick on your feet. If you can't move like a cat, this business will steamroll you into the poor house.

You just have to let the dominoes fall and follow them to the finish. That's the contracting

business."

Dominoes

Contracting is like Dominoes. Not a bad analogy.

-When weather delays the site work, the footings can't proceed.

-The iron workers are waiting on the footing anchor bolts.

-The block has been delivered but the masons can't start until the weather lets up.

-The carpenters are waiting for the concrete finishers to pour the floor slab

-One thing leads to another.

-The dominoes fall one after the other in a prescribed pattern.

There isn’t enough room to extend the analogy in this limited space. You all know where this is

going. The point is that if you look no further, you might conclude that contracting is just a random

series of unrelated events. Weather, material cost inflation, labor shortages, accidents on the job,

equipment breakdowns, delivery delays, and a host of other unforeseen factors slow the work and

increase costs. Many contractors believe: They can only nudge the odds in their favor. The

construction team must learn to bob and weave their way through each project and a successful

outcome is ultimately determined by fate and luck.

Click to learn more!
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Creating a Culture of Care Starts With You

by: Terri Olson

In July 2011, our family lost our oldest son, Tyler, when he took his own life. For many years I

could barely say the word suicide — maybe he took his own life were the words that were the least

painful.

Tyler was 25 years old when he passed from this earth. He was going to school and working part-

time in the construction business. His death was a shock for all of us, including friends and family.

Why would a brilliant, kind, caring, loyal, and loved person take their own life?

As a mother, I was devastated. As someone who works in construction, I was angry that the

industry I love did not acknowledge the rising rates of suicide in construction. For every 100,000

construction workers, 45.3 will end up committing suicide. This is compared to the national

average of 14.2, which means that a person working in construction is 3.5 times more likely to take

their own life.

This is the question we all have: “Why is suicide so prevalent in our society and in the construction

industry?” How could this happen? ”He/she was doing great,” “I thought he/she would be okay,” or

“No way, suicide?” Well, it can happen, and it can happen to just about anyone — in any stage in

life, any profession, male or female, young or old, and at any time. Is this a mental illness crisis?

What exactly is going on you might ask?

The love I have for the construction industry is why I share my story now. I find the universe gives

us signs along our way. Every day, one of the signs I see of my son’s incredibly meaningful life is



the Christmas lights that he helped us put up before he died; almost 12 years later, they are still

shining bright.

For those of us who have experienced a loss from suicide, we often use words like “mental health

challenge,” “personal wellbeing,” or in the case of work-related terminology “worker wellbeing.”

Just because you are dealing with work and personal stress — maybe occasional drinking or

having a really down or depressed time in your life — does not make you mentally ill (in my

opinion).

If you know someone who has a substance abuse issue or is being professionally treated, that

takes on a whole other level of support and help. The key here is paying attention to yourself, a

loved one, a personal friend, associate, or anyone that is experiencing a challenge in their life.

Click here to learn more.

Central Ohio Chapter

Sponsorship Opportunities
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Did you know???

 
Legendary skater Tony Hawk has roots back to Columbus as

his father, Frank Hawk, designed the skate park in Dodge
Park in the 1990s.
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